STEM Adventure To Go
These supplies are provided in the packet:

This instruction sheet

Sun Clock

1 paper plate
1 dual tip color marker (chisel & fine)
Straw

A sundial tells time using
sunlight. Just like the hour-hand
You will need to provide scissors, a few rocks, moves around a clock face and
possibly tape, and the Sun!
points to the current hour, a
sundial shows the current hour
Instructions:
with a shadow.
With your dual-tip marker, decorate and color
your sun clock.
Poke a hole in the center of the paper plate
using scissors (ask an adult for help if needed).
Make the hole large enough so that the straw
fits through it.
Push the straw through the hole and bend it so
the short side is on the underside of the plate
and the long side is sticking up through the
hole.
Secure the straw in place by taping the short
Chisel tip markers have a
end of the straw to the underside of the plate.
slanted end that allows for
Make sure that the long end of the straw is
both thicker and thinner
straight up.
lines. Chisel tips are
common in calligraphy and
Take a look at a clock around your house and
other forms of lettering art.
take note of where the twelve and six are, and
Chisel tips are also
the three and nine. Mark on your plate the 12,
commonly found in
3,6, and 9 as shown in the pictures. Add the
highlighters so that you can
numbers between as well.
create thick, sharp lines.
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Fine tip markers are ideal
for covering small
areas or writing

Take it outside!
Position your sundial
so it faces north. Look
at a regular clock to
see what time it is.
Does it match the time
on the sundial?
Next place rocks on
your sun clock so it
does not blow away.
Wait an hour or two
and check on it.

Simulating the Sun
Try taking your sundial inside, and YOU can be the
sun! Place your sundial on the floor
(or onto a tabletop or other flat surface)

After a few hours, check on
your sun clock.
What is happening?
Is your sun clock able to
keep accurate time?

Now dim the lights, and use your flashlight to
simulate the sun’s movement through the sky.
As you move the light from “east” to “west” (right
to left) over your sundial, watch the shadow
move in a clockwise direction. Does this help
you to understand what happened when your
sundial was outside?

Read More!

The Sun Shines Everywhere The Longest Night of
Charlie Noon by
by Mary Ann Hoberman
Christopher Edge

Stealing the Sword
by Wendy Mass

Dr. Maggie's grand tour
Race to the Sun by of the solar system
Rebecca Roanhorse by Maggie AderinPocock

